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Welcome

Make stunning photos that leave
everyone speechless.
The most innovative photo editor is now
available for Mac and PC. Right off the bat,
get amazing images with an improved
RAW engine. Remove flaws with Lens
Correction and Transform tools. Stylize
and enhance with intelligent filters, lookup
tables, and presets. And impress
everyone with your stunning photography.

Luminar helps photographers of
all skill levels create better
looking images in far less
time than any other
application. Thanks to its
unique Artificial Intelligence
and Image Aware filters,
great photography is easier
than ever.

Need a copy of
Luminar 3?
You can download a free trial
copy at www.skylum.com/
luminar-trial
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#1

An adaptive interface for a
more enjoyable
experience

Luminar changes to meet the needs of
every photographer. Its scalable and
adaptive user interface lets each user work
the way that they want.
✦ Adjust the size and layout of the photo

gallery to find your best images quickly.
✦ Use convenient shortcuts to find photos
based on date, label, rating, and editing
status.
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✦ Convenient Workspaces show
recommended tools for specific types of
photography such as Professional, Black
& White, Landscape, Portrait, Aerial, and
Street photography.
✦ The Quick & Awesome Workspace
gives incredible results with less than 10
seconds of work per image.
✦ Search the Filter catalog by keyword or
style and choose from 51 image
enhancement filters to refine your photos
and solve image problems.
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#2

Accent AI Filter
the world’s most intelligent photo enhancer

The smartest, most intelligent slider in the
world. Improve the color, details, tone and
depth of a photo in seconds. Accent AI
analyzes your photos and applies
enhancements automatically so you don’t
have to make a dozen manual adjustments.

In Luminar 3, you’ll find that Accent AI has
joined the built-in Workspaces to help all
photographers save time. Additionally,
several new preset Looks include Accent AI
for intelligent corrections in just one click.

Two sliders is all it
takes for this
incredible image
enhancement.
Accent AI +
AI Sky Enhancer
The perfect pair!
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#3

Adaptive Luminar
Looks & creative LUTs

Luminar offers the shortest path to great
looking images thanks to its incredible library of
Luminar Looks and creative LUT support.

✦ Visually browse the Look Collections
for the perfect style or correction.
✦ Use the Amount slider to refine the
Luminar Look to perfection.

✦ Use Luminar Looks as a starting point
and tweak the settings.
✦ Save your own Luminar Looks for big
time-savings
✦ Apply Lookup Table (LUT) files for
creative color grading and film stock
emulation
✦ Download hundreds of additional free
Looks and LUTs in the Skylum
Marketplace.

skylum.com/luminar/
marketplace/
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#4

Precise RAW format
editing

Luminar's RAW Develop engine is not
only extremely fast, is also extremely
powerful. Luminar can work with DNG
files as well as Raw images from all the
popular camera manufacturers including:
Olympus, Canon, Nikon, Sony, and Fuji.
Do you take your photography seriously
and shoot RAW photos? Luminar offers
broad support for nearly every RAW
camera format available. Plus, Luminar
offers support for DNG formats including
Advanced DNGs for merged panoramic
and HDR RAW files.

You can check the full
list of supported
cameras here:
http://bit.ly/
luminarcameras
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✦ Luminar’s RAW engine offers more
dynamic range than others on the
market. Recover more details in the
shadows and highlights while achieving
better contrast ratios.
✦ Remove lens distortion with automatic
corrections based on your camera’s
recommendations.
✦ Support for DNG Camera Profiles mean
you can load manufacturer recommend
profiles for your camera. You can even
take advantage of custom profiles you’ve
created with a camera calibration target.
✦ Add the Dodge & Burn filter and you can
literally paint with light. Add highlights
and shadows with precise brushes.
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Get truly
organized
with the
Library panel

#5

The new Library panel in Luminar places images front
and center. A minimalist interface removes clutter and
distractions making it easier to browse and enjoy photos.
With the Library panel it’s easier than ever to organize,
browse, rate, and group your photos.
✦ Add existing images in folders from multiple
locations including external hard drives and synced
cloud storage.
✦ Import from memory cards or hard drives to copy or
move images into your library. Images can preserve
existing organization or easily be grouped by capture
date.
✦ Automatically group your photos by year, month and
day. Quickly find photos across multiple locations,
folders, and drives.
✦ Use albums and favorites to organize your best
photos.
✦ Take precise control over folder organization. Any
moves made in Luminar or the desktop stay in
perfect sync for an organized library both inside
Luminar and on your drives.
✦ Give all your photos the look you want in seconds.
Make edits on a single image and instantly sync all
the adjustments to multiple photos with a single
click.
✦ Backup your library database for extra security.
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#6

Beautiful edits,
100% nondestructive

Luminar lets photographers of any skill level
get the pictures they dream of. One-click
presets offer the ease of use that an
Instagram poster craves. While experts can
take advantage of layers, brushes, and
masking for the ultimate in selective editing.
But both types of users (and everyone in
between) can benefit from a completely
100% nondestructive workflow.

Master editing
in Luminar at
our education
section of our
website
skylum.com/
edu/luminar
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✦ All filters and adjustments are live
effects that can be edited at any time.
✦ All cloning and erasing is isolated to its
own layer so original pixels are
unharmed.
✦ Add layers for textures, composites, and
targeted adjustments.
✦ The History panel tracks which
adjustments have been made to an
image and quickly performs multiple
undos.
✦ Editing history is stored in your Luminar
library automatically, which means you
can return to an edit days, weeks, or
even years later and pick up where you
left off or easily make changes.
✦ All edits are instantly stored in the editing
database, meaning no lost work or
forgetting to save.
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#7

Precise adjustments
without selections

Luminar allows for precise editing without
the need for tedious selections and masks.
A selection of Image Aware filters makes it
easier to get a great looking image in just
seconds.
✦ AI Sky Enhancer – Smart sky
enhancement with the help of Artificial
Intelligence. This filter analyzes the
image and makes it easy to get beautiful
results. Plus, intelligent masking limits
the results to just the sky.
✦ Foliage Enhancer – Brings out the
colors of foliage and greenery
automatically, making them more vivid
and natural. This is a perfect addition to
landscape and nature photos.
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✦ Details Enhancer – Create dramatic
photos with crystal-clear sharpness.
This filter unlocks details for sharplooking images without halos or artifacts.
✦ Split Color Warmth – Easily target and
selectively enhance the cool and warm
tones in an image. This is perfect for
increased color contrast and vibrancy
and can also be used for creative split
toning effects.
✦ Advanced Contrast – This is perfect for
precise tonal contrast. Six precise
controls allow for more definition in the
highlights, midtones, and shadows for
more detailed images.
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#8

Luminar is a team
player

Photo editing is an intensely personal process for many. People spend years building the
perfect workflow. Luminar offers the ability to radically speed up the editing process and boost
creativity… but doesn’t destroy your existing workflow.
✦ Use your existing storage and folder
organization. Luminar works with the
images and folders you’ve already
organized.
✦ Broad format support means you can
use most RAW and DNG files as well
as popular formats like TIFF, JPEG, and
PNG. You can even create Photoshop
and PDF files.
✦ Color precision makes accurate
adjustments possible. Under the hood,
Luminar uses a broad color space and
16-bit editing for the most accurate
color and flexibility.
✦ Advanced color profile support works
on Mac and Windows to accurately
display colors on your monitor.
✦ Bring your Photoshop style plugins with
you and use them inside Luminar.

✦ Run Luminar as a plugin for Photoshop,
Lightroom Classic, Apple Aperture, and
Photos for Mac. It also works as an
external editor for tools like Capture One.
✦ Any photographer can add the
benefits of Luminar to their editing
pipeline.

You can use many
Photoshop-compatible
plug-ins directly inside
of Luminar
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#9

Unique adjustments
found nowhere else

Why do so many photographers choose
Luminar? For the unique adjustments they
can’t find anywhere else. And since they
can run Luminar as a plugin or a standalone
application, it fits into any workflow.
✦ Smart Tone – Easily refine the exposure
of an image without seeing major shifts
in color or vibrancy.
✦ Sun Rays filter – Add volumetric lighting
to create beautiful beams of light in an
image. This tool automatically masks the
light so it passes through trees around
mountains, and even wraps around
objects and subjects.
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✦ Matte Look filter – This popular Look
uses flat colors and high contrast. It’s
perfect for enhancing the feeling within a
photograph.
✦ Orton Effect – Allows enhancements to
an image that include glow and focus.
This produces a unique look that’s both
sharp and blurry at the same time. It’s
perfect for creating an emotion in a
picture.
✦ Golden Hour – Brings a warm-toned
sunlight effect to your photo. This filter
emulates shooting conditions when the
sun is low on the horizon (such as
shortly after sunrise or before sunset).
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#10

100% Cross-platform
and perfect for the
entire household

At Skylum, we want everyone to have
access to Luminar and we strive to deliver
incredible value at a fair price. We run
things a bit differently than most.
✦ Each license can be installed on up to
five machines owned by the same
family or person.

✦ The software never expires and is
subscription-free.
✦ Skylum ships multiple free updates to
each version that offer new features and
increased format support.
✦ Customers can upgrade to new versions
at a deep discount.

✦ Luminar works great on both Windows
and Mac computers.
✦ We offerer plugins for Photoshop,
Lightroom Classic, Photoshop Elements,
Aperture, and Photos for Mac.
✦ Free video education and webinars are
included with your purchase.
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We’re just
getting
started…

We’d love
to hear from
you!

Be sure to checkout our roadmap
(www.skylum.com/luminar/roadmap)
to see what’s in store.

We’re happy to answer your questions and
listen to your ideas.

Powerful metadata control, intelligent
search, Lightroom migration, and more AI
filters are coming to Luminar soon.

Media Contact
Maria Gordienko
maria@skylum.com

Affiliate Contact
Yana Keat
yana@skylum.com
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